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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

UNIDEG ANTI‐DEGRADATION COMPOUND

Enhancing Performance
UniDeg is an abrasion resistant trowel on compound
developed by Greenbank Terotech Limited’s engineers to deal
with diﬃcult lining applica ons. UniDeg is par cularly easy to
apply on ver cal and overhead surfaces in need of a durable
protec ve lining system to extend opera onal life when in
service.
Uses
UniDeg is ideal for lining tanks, ducts, chutes and hoppers that
are subject to aggressive wear caused by the product being
handled. UniDeg can also be applied as a single stage
applica on. Where a low fric on surface is required the lining
can be finished oﬀ with a coat of Greenbank’s complimentary
AD1 resin.
UniDeg can be applied up to 12mm thick on ver cal surfaces
and in some applica ons up to 19mm thick depending on the
surface and support at the bo om of the lining.
UniDeg can also be applied overhead up to 6mm thick. 6mm
alumina les can be embedded in the uncured UniDeg using
Greenbank’s AD5 epoxy resin adhesive providing even greater
wear resistance when in service.
UniDeg will bond to most materials such as steel, concrete,
wood though thermoplas c surfaces are not sa sfactory as a
backing medium to obtain a good bond.

Steel
The surface should be prepared by removing all surface
scale by grit blas ng to obtain metal base for the lining. In
the case of only surface oxides being present, a simple
mechanical wire brush prepara on would be adequate.
Remove all traces of grit and dust by vacuum cleaner or
brushing.
Concrete
Remove all weal concrete, loose powder debris, paint, oil
and grease from old concrete by scarifying. New concrete
must have laitance removed. This can be done by acid
etching and washing or by shot blas ng or scarifying and
vacuuming.
Mixing and Applica on
Pour the bo le pf priming curing agent into the priming resin and mix
thoroughly. Apply the mixed primer to the area to be coated allowing the
mix to go "tacky" whilst mixing the UniDeg curing compound. Empty the
aggregate into a suitable vessel.
Shake the UniDeg curing agent bo le and pour into the resin. Mix un l a
uniform colour is obtained then add to the aggregate. Mix thoroughly un l
a uniform blue colour is obtained.
Note: This is extremely important since any part of the mix which is coloured grey
will not cure due to lack of curing agent, IdenƟfied by the blue colouring agent.

Apply the mixed compound onto the primed surface and trowel to the
desired thickness. The finished surface can be polished by rubbing with a
trowel or wooden former.

Curing Time

Points to note on applica on:

The me required to cure varies with temperature. At
ambient temperatures of 20°C the lining will have cured hard
enough in 3 hours to allow the item to be moved. The lining
will cure at temperatures down to 1°C consult Greenbank for
further advice.

1)

On ver cal surfaces commence lining from the top and press each
trowel of product up into the previously laid material.

2)

On irregular or shaped items spread the material and tamp into the
desired shape. Rubbing with the former will polish the high spots
indica ng where infilling is required. Using this method a very smooth
polished surface can be obtained.

In 24 hours at 20"C the UniDeg resin will be 95% cured and
will be fully cured In 7 days. This means that Items of plant
can be put back into service 24 hours a er lining. Full strength
will be reached in 7 days, even if under water.

3)

On overhead work, place small quan es of the mixture on the float
and press onto the surface. Maintain pressure on the float whilst
sliding the float onto the previously laid material.

4)

When lining pipes with 6mm to 12mm thick UniDeg it is possible to line
180° of the circumference in one stage, hence reducing lining to two
phases. In this instance it is advisable to trim oﬀ the edge of the lining.
This will provide a clean edge to tamp into on the second stage of
lining.

Surface Prepara on
All surfaces on which Greenbank’s UniDeg lining compound
has to be applied must be clean, dry and free from oil, grease
and scale.
Oil and grease can be removed with a suitable degreasing
agent or mix of detergent and hot water, in which case the
surface must be dried on comple on.
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Packaging, coverage and storage
UniDeg is supplied in 8kg packs which are convenient for mixing and each
pack will cover 0.5m² at 6mm thick. UniDeg has a shelf life of 12 months.
The packs should be stored in a dry atmosphere and not be subject to
extreme temperature condi ons.
Temperature Limits
UniDeg has good abrasion resistant quali es which deteriorate due to
so ening of the resins in excess of 120°C (250°F), hence for abrasion
resistance it is not recommended for temperatures in excess of 100°'C
(212°F)

All InformaƟon Is based on results gained from experience and tests and is believed to be accurate,
but Is given without acceptance of liability for loss or damage aƩributable to reliance thereon in
condiƟons of use that lie outside of our control. No statements shall be incorporated in any contract
unless expressly agreed In wriƟng, nor construed as recommending the use of any product In conflict
of any part.

